NEW-GENERATION HI-CAB™ CABIN
VISIBLY HIGHER PERFORMANCE

ENHANCED IN 125 DIMENSIONS
Safety, comfort, visibility. From top to bottom, every bit of the new-generation Hi-Cab™
cabin from LOGLIFT/JONSERED is held up to these standards with uncompromising care.
Enhanced in 125 dimensions, Hi-Cab™ is built to perform with immediate benefits and
over the long haul. The Hi-Vis™ windows give you clear views, ranking highest in the
market in visibility factor. You also gain a new high-performance air-conditioning system
and stainless steel construction for low maintenance, along with OPS-approved door,
advanced ergonomics and much more.
Lifting your performance
The long list of innovations and improvements you
gain with the new-generation Hi-Cab™ cabin all work
together for a long productive lifetime for your cabin.
Rest assured, every element is rigorously researched,
designed, constructed and tested for the highest
performance.
Here are just a few of the advancements you gain.

Pure visibility
The innovative Hi-Vis™ panoramic
windows give you the industry’s
highest visibility factor for great
all-round visibility from the cabin
– increasing safety and productivity.

High-performance AC
Strategically placed under the cabin, the AC is
well protected against damage without adding
additional height.

Long lifetime
The cabin is made completely from high-quality
stainless steel, combining structural strength
and rugged durability with low weight.

Comfortable productivity
The heated seat is both comfortable and
adjustable to keep back, shoulders and neck
relaxed through long working days. Armrests
and pedals are adjustable and all switches are
within easy reach.

Safety doors
Incredibly tough, the shockproof front door is
OPS tested for ISO 8084:2003 standard, and
greatly reduces the risk of injury if anything
impacts the door.

Gain panoramic views with Hi-Vis.

Soundproof cabin design for
excellent noise mitigation
Hi-Vis™ factor 5
(5 × more window than wall)
Sliding
side window

Ergonomic,
generously
proportioned seat

OPS-approved
shockproof
front door
High-quality,
low-maintenance
stainless steel

Outside valve
position for
easy service

Protected
under-cabin AC
Adjustable pedals
for added comfort

Professional colour coordination
Match your Hi-Cab™ cabin to virtually any colour of the rainbow
— from your unique company colours to your own favorite hue.

HIAB BLACK

HIAB RED

RAL COLOURS

BUILT TO PERFORM
Hiab is the world’s leading provider of on-road load
handling equipment. Customer satisfaction is the first
priority for us. Hiab’s product range includes HIAB
loader cranes, JONSERED recycling and forestry cranes,
LOGLIFT forestry cranes, MOFFETT truck mounted
forklifts and MULTILIFT demountables, as well as
DEL, WALTCO and ZEPRO tail lifts.
hiab.com
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Hiab is part of Cargotec.
cargotec.com

To learn more about LOGLIFT/
JONSERED visit hiab.com

hiab.com

